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The Chordtime Piano Jazz Blues Level 2b Chordtime Piano method book is
an excellent resource for intermediate piano players looking to improve
their skills in jazz and blues music. The book is well-organized and easy to
follow, and it provides a comprehensive overview of the essential elements
of jazz and blues piano playing.

What's Inside?

The book is divided into 12 chapters, each of which covers a different
aspect of jazz and blues piano playing. The chapters include:

Chapter 1: Getting Started

Chapter 2: The Blues Scale

Chapter 3: The Jazz Blues Form

Chapter 4: Jazz Blues Harmony
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Chapter 5: Jazz Blues Rhythms

Chapter 6: Jazz Blues Improvisation

Chapter 7: Jazz Blues Comping

Chapter 8: Jazz Blues Solos

Chapter 9: Jazz Blues Duets

Chapter 10: Jazz Blues Trios

Chapter 11: Jazz Blues Quartets

Chapter 12: Jazz Blues Big Bands

Each chapter includes a variety of exercises, drills, and songs that help you
to learn the material in a fun and engaging way. The book also includes a
CD that features recordings of all of the songs in the book, so you can hear
how the music should sound.

Who is this Book For?

The Chordtime Piano Jazz Blues Level 2b Chordtime Piano method book is
designed for intermediate piano players who have a basic understanding of
music theory and piano playing. The book is also suitable for advanced
beginners who are looking to learn more about jazz and blues piano.

Pros and Cons

Pros:

Well-organized and easy to follow



Provides a comprehensive overview of the essential elements of jazz
and blues piano playing

Includes a variety of exercises, drills, and songs

Features recordings of all of the songs in the book

Cons:

Can be challenging for beginners

Some of the exercises and drills can be repetitive

The Chordtime Piano Jazz Blues Level 2b Chordtime Piano method book is
an excellent resource for intermediate piano players looking to improve
their skills in jazz and blues music. The book is well-organized and easy to
follow, and it provides a comprehensive overview of the essential elements
of jazz and blues piano playing.

If you are an intermediate piano player who is looking to learn more about
jazz and blues piano, I highly recommend the Chordtime Piano Jazz Blues
Level 2b Chordtime Piano method book.
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